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            Iyengar yoga appreciation day is coming up! I’ll
            	                    [image: Iyengar yoga appreciation day is coming up! I’ll be celebrating with the women of Odyssey in retreat in Naramata! I’ve been deep in this sacred chamber with these women of “The Odyssey” for the last 6 months where we’ve been meeting for discussions on all things yoga and doing some special practices together. They have shared with me some of their favourite elements of this inaugural program: the exploration of the 8 limbs of ashtanga yoga, the RIMYI ‘tour’, the work towards mulabandasana, bija mantras, discussing impermanence, pelvic floor practice, making new friends, Sanskrit primer and pronunciation, shoulder and neck care, grief practice and more…. Looking forward to our time in retreat and hope to launch Odyssey 2.0 this fall. Photo credit @tracy2923 #women #womensupportingwomen #yogini #iyengaryoga #iyengaryogacanada #yogawithkrisna #sadhana #yogacanada #iyengaryogaappreciationday2024 @iyac.acyi]
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	            	                    [image: Maha Śivarātri - celebrating the Lord of Yoga, the cosmic dancer.  #yoga #meditation #shiva]
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            Respiratory practice, thanks to @lois_steinberg. T
            	                    [image: Respiratory practice, thanks to @lois_steinberg. There’s definitely some prop setup, but once you’re in the pose, you get a lil’ yogic nap in each one. #iyengaryoga #yogatherapeutics #yogamedicine #iyengaryogacanada #feelbettersoon #yogawithkrisna]
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	            	                    [image: I’ve got a cold and feel like 💩. My go to remedy is the  cold practice in The Path to Holistic Health by BKS Iyengar. Always gives me some relief. You wouldn’t think that going upside down or into supported backbends would help with congestion, but now I can breathe through my nose again 😀 #yogamedicine #gotacold #iyengaryoga #homeremedies #bksiyengar #therapeuticyoga #iyengaryogacanada #yogawithkrisna #iyengaryogateacher]
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	            	                    [image: Got to hold a live scorpion! 🦂 so cool!! I went home and just had to try vrschikasana 🦂 again! it’s been a while since I’ve worked on this pose but I think I’ll work with it some more. That black beauty sat still on my palm until the guy was putting her back into the box and she then started to curl up her tail just in case she had to strike 🦂. #inspiredbynature #scorpion #vrschikasana #iyengaryoga #yogaover50 #scorpiorising♏️ #iyengaryogacanada #yogawithkrisna #inversions #iyengaryogateacher #onlineyoga #southokanaganyoga]
        
    



    
        
            Pulled the “Creative Force” card! Indeed, Shak
            
	                
	            	                    [image: Pulled the “Creative Force” card! Indeed, Shakti is ever present and never ceases to amaze. The light this time of year is stunning 🌞🌊. Strolling along Peachland’s promenade and then off to see my bro play at the Dream Cafe (the Black of Hearts). I discovered “Krisna” on a piece of art in the bathroom 😆 #creativeforce #thesun #water #tarot #krisna]
        
    



    
        
            🌞 sunshine makes me happy! Still discovering so
            
	                
	            	                    [image: 🌞 sunshine makes me happy! Still discovering some great new places—this trail starts where the tracks end.  #yogaeverywhere #southokanagan #sunshine #iyengaryoga #iyengaryogacanada #lifeisgood]
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